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Exploring the Role of Axions and Other WISPsin the Dark UniverseAndreas RingwaldDeutshes Elektronen-Synhrotron DESY, Notkestr. 85, D-22607 Hamburg, Germany
AbstratAxions and other very weakly interating slim partiles (WISPs) may benon-thermally produed in the early universe and survive as onstituents ofthe dark universe. We desribe their theoretial motivation and their phe-nomenology. A huge region in parameter spae spanned by their ouplingsto photons and their masses an give rise to the observed old dark mat-ter abundane. A wide range of experiments { diret dark matter searhesexploiting mirowave avities, searhes for solar axions or WISPs, and light-shining-through-a-wall searhes { an probe large parts of this parameterspae in the foreseeable future.1. IntrodutionThe standard model of partile physis desribes the basi properties ofmatter and fores to the extent we have been able to probe thus far. Yet, itis not a omplete and fundamental theory of nature sine it leaves some bigquestions unanswered. Notably, it does not provide satisfatory explanationsfor the values of its many parameters, it does not detail a mehanism thatreoniles gravity with quantum mehanis, and it does not explain the originof dark energy and dark matter.The three most relevant features of partile andidates of dark matterindiretly dedued from observations are their feeble interations with stan-dard model partiles and with themselves, their suÆiently non-relativistimomentum distribution during struture formation, and their stability onosmologial time-sales.Weakly interating massive partiles (WIMPs) provide a simple modelrealising all these features. Firstly, their interations are of eletroweakPreprint submitted to Physis of the Dark Universe November 1, 2012
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strength due to the large mass of the mediator partiles (suh as W or Zbosons). Seondly, being thermally produed in the early universe, theirlarge mass, of order the eletroweak sale, ensures that they are suÆientlyold at the epoh when struture formation begins. Thirdly, their stability isensured by invoking symmetries that onserve their partile number. How-ever, motivating suh symmetries on theoretial grounds is non-trivial: globalsymmetries may be broken in quantum gravity, whereas loal symmetries leadto additional interations whih may ause onits with the required weak-ness of the dark matter interations. Nevertheless, well-motivated WIMPandidates exist, most notably in supersymmetri extensions of the standardmodel with R-parity onservation. In fat, in the ase that the lightest super-symmetri partile (LSP) is a neutralino { a mixture of the supersymmetripartners of neutral standard model gauge bosons and Higgses { the latterquali�es for a WIMP.The prospets of exploring the eletroweak sale with the Large HadronCollider (LHC) has understandably foused the dark matter searhes on theWIMP paradigm in the last years and the experimental ommunity has de-voted relatively little e�ort to explore other possibilities. Although it is waytoo early to make a �nal judgement it is nevertheless noteworthy that theinitial searhes at the LHC as well as diret searhes for WIMP dark matterhave not given any lear indiation of their existene. Beause of this short-oming and the mentioned theoretial issues it is interesting and timely toonsider alternative ways to realise the essential features of dark matter. Inthis review, we will onentrate on very weakly interating slim (in the senseof very light) partiles (WISPs) as well motivated dark matter alternativesto WIMPs.In fat, suÆient stability of the dark matter partiles an also be ahievedby ombining the weakness of their interations with a suÆiently small mass.The latter drastially redues the phase spae and the number and types ofpossible deay produts, thereby inreasing the lifetime. Furthermore, thereare non-thermal means for produing suÆiently old dark matter made oflight partiles, one of the most generi being the vauum-realignment meha-nism, disussed originally in the ase of the QCD axion { a theoretially verywell motivated basi paradigm of a WISP beause it is predited in a generiframework proposed to solve the so-alled strong CP problem, providing asatisfatory explanation why the theta-parameter in QCD vanishes withinexperimental auray. Other WISPs, whih go under the name \axion-likepartiles" and \hidden setor photons", are predited in ertain string theory2



based extensions of the standard model, in addition to a QCD axion andi-date. They an be produed also via the vauum-realignment mehanism.The feeble strength of the interations of axions and other WISPs typiallyresults from underlying new dynamis at energy sales muh larger than theeletroweak sale.This review is organised as follows. The theoretial motivation for theQCD axion and other WISPs and their phenomenologial onstraints arisingmainly from astrophysis and osmology of the early universe are skethedin Se. 2, while Se. 3 deals with their relevane for the old dark matter inthe universe. An overview of the experimental landsape of axion and otherWISP searhes { an emerging low-energy, high-intensity frontier [1, 2, 3℄ { isgiven in Se. 4. Finally, in Se. 5 we summarise and onlude.2. Physis ase for axions and other WISPsIn this setion we review the physis ase for axions and other WISPs.The solution of the strong CP problem { providing an explanation of the non-observation of strong CP violation { gives a partiularly strong motivation forthe existene of the QCD axion, f. Se. 2.1. There are also good reasons toexpet axion-like partiles (ALPs) and light hidden setor U(1) gauge bosonsas well as miniharged partiles, partiularly in extensions of the standardmodel inspired by string theory, f. Se. 2.2. There are hotspots in thelandsape of axion, ALP and hidden photon parameters, i.e. their massesand their ouplings to standard model partiles, arising from well motivatedultraviolet ompletions of the standard model. Often, these parameters anbe linked to fundamental sales of partile physis, suh as the GUT sale,MGUT � 1016 GeV, or the intermediate sale, MI � pMWMP � 1010 GeV,the geometri mean between the weak sale MW � 100 GeV and the Planksale MP � 1018 GeV, f. Se. 2.3. From a phenomenologial point of view,on the one hand, the urrent limits on the existene of axions and otherWISPs from astrophysis and early osmology are already quite stringent, f.Se. 2.4. On the other hand, just behind the boundary of urrent knowledge,there are intriguing hints suggesting the existene of axions and axion-likepartiles, ompatible with an intermediate sale deay onstant, fa � MI �1010 GeV, f. Se. 2.4.
3



2.1. The strong CP problem and the QCD axionThe QCD axion arises in the ourse of a dynamial solution of the so-alled strong CP-problem. In fat, QCD allows for a CP-violating term inthe Lagrangian,LCP�viol: = �s8� � Ga�� ~Ga;�� � �s8� � 12 ����� Ga��Ga��; (1)where G is the gluoni �eld strength. Similar to the strong oupling onstant�s, the fundamental parameter � has to be determined experimentally. Oneof the most sensitive probes for it is the eletri dipole moment dn of theneutron. It depends linearly on�� � � + arg det M; (2)with M being the quark mass matrix. It is of orderjdnj � emn �mqmn� ������ � 10�16 ������ e m; (3)where mn (mq) is the neutron (a light-quark mass), e is the unit eletriharge. The urrent experimental upper bound on jdnj < 2:9�10�26 e m [4℄plaes an extremely stringent limit,������ . 10�10: (4)The strong CP problem is the lak of an explanation why the dimensionlessparameter �� is so unnaturally small.A very well motivated solution was proposed by Peei and Quinn [5℄:their basi idea was to introdue the axion �eld a as a dynamial �� param-eter whih an relax spontaneously to zero. Assuming that a enjoys a shiftsymmetry, a! a+ onst:; (5)whih is broken only by anomalous oupling terms to gauge bosons, in par-tiular to gluons, its most general low-energy e�etive Lagrangian below theweak sale, i.e. where the intermediate vetor bosons W ,Z, and the Higgsboson are integrated out, an be parametrised as [6℄L � 12 ��a ��a� �s8� ��� + afa�Gb�� ~Gb;�� � �8�Ca afa F�� ~F ��+P	 h	� 12( ~X R + ~X L)5	+	� 12( ~X R � ~X L)	i��afa : (6)4



Here, F denotes the eletromagneti �eld strength, Ca a model dependentdimensionless parameter from the eletromagneti anomaly, and 	 standardmodel matter �elds. The dimensionful axion deay onstant fa, togetherwith the dimensionless ouplings (C; ~X), whih are expeted to be of orderone, determine the strength of the interation of the axion with standardmodel partiles.The dynamis desribed by the Lagrangian (6) solves the strong CP prob-lem in the following way. Firstly, the ��-term an be eliminated by absorbingit into the axion �eld, a = �a� ��fa. Seondly, the topologial harge density/ htrG�� ~G��i 6= 0, indued by topologial utuations of the gluon �eldssuh as QCD instantons, provides a nontrivial potential1 for the axion �eld�a whih is minimized2 at zero expetation value, h�ai = 0, wiping out strongCP violation.The nontrivial potential around h�ai = 0 promotes the elementary par-tile exitation of the axion �eld, the axion, to a pseudo Nambu-Goldstoneboson [7, 8℄ (whih we will now again denote by a) with a non-vanishing,but parametrially small mass. This mass an be alulated by mathing theouplings of the axion to quarks and gluons onto the appropriate ouplingsto mesons and baryons in the low-energy e�etive hiral Lagrangian and ex-pressed in terms of the light (u; d) quark masses, the pion mass m� and thepion deay onstant f� [7℄,ma = m�f�fa pmumdmu +md ' 0:6meV� �1010GeVfa � : (7)For large axion deay onstant fa, we see that the axion is a partiularly wellmotivated example of a WISP: it is indeed slim, i.e. very light, f. Eq. (7),and it is very weakly oupled [9, 10, 11, 12℄. In partiular, its oupling tophotons, whih usually is parametrised asLa = �14 ga aF�� ~F �� = ga a ~E � ~B; (8)where ~E and ~B denote the eletri and magneti �eld, respetively, is very1Semilassial instanton methods are not reliable to alulate the potential aurately.One has to use mathing to the low-energy hiral Lagrangian instead [7, 6℄.2The CP invariane of the theory at �� = 0 guarantees that this is a stationary point.5



small [13, 14, 15℄,ga = �2�fa �Ca � 23 mu + 4mdmu +md � � 10�13 GeV�1�1010GeVfa � : (9)Nevertheless, the guaranteed oupling of axions to photons, Eq. (9), mayresult, if axions exist, in observable onsequenes from proesses involvinglarge eletromagneti �elds. These often our in astrophysial environments(Se. 2.4) and an be prepared in laboratory experiments (Se. 4).2.2. Axion-like partiles and hidden setor photonsIn four dimensional (4D) �eld theoreti extensions of the standard model,the axion �eld is naturally realised as the phase of a omplex SU(2)L �U(1)Y singlet salar �eld whose vauum expetation value vPQ breaks a globalanomalous hiral U(1)PQ symmetry. At energies muh below the symmetrybreaking sale vPQ, the low-energy e�etive theory is that of a (pseudo-)Nambu-Goldstone boson with deay onstant fa / vPQ, f. Eq. (6). Thisonept has been generalized to other { axion-like partiles (ALPs) { whihmay arise as (pseudo) Nambu-Goldstone bosons from the breaking of otherglobal symmetries suh as, for example, family symmetries.In supersymmetri models whih invoke the Peei-Quinn solution to thestrong CP problem, an axion supermultiplet must be introdued whih nees-sarily inludes an R-parity even spin-0 saxion �eld s(x) and an R-parity oddspin-12 axino �eld ~a(x). They also have ouplings suppressed by the deayonstant fa. Nevertheless, they do not qualify as WISPs: they are expetedto reeive TeV sale masses3.A partiular strong motivation for the existene of the axion and ALPsomes from string theory { aiming at the urrently most ambitious ultra-violet ompletion of the standard model, unifying all fundamental fores,inluding gravity. In fat, it has long been known that the 4D low-energye�etive �eld theory emerging string theory predits natural andidates forthe QCD axion [16, 17, 18℄, often even an `axiverse' [19, 20, 21, 22℄ on-taining many additional light ALPs whose masses are evenly distributed inlog sale. Indeed, when ompatifying the six extra spatial dimensions of3 The saxion is expeted to reeive a soft SUSY breaking mass ms � 1 TeV. The axinomass is more model dependent but in gravity-mediated SUSY breaking models is alsoexpeted to gain a mass � 1 TeV. 6



string theory, axions and ALPs arise generially as Kaluza-Klein zero modesof antisymmetri form �elds, the latter belonging to the massless spetrumof the bosoni string. Their number is related to the topology of the internalmanifold, namely to the number of losed submanifolds (\yles"). Giventhat this number is generially of the order of hundreds, one expets thelow-energy theory to be populated by many axion-like partiles4. Moreover,the anomalous axioni ouplings to gauge bosons in their low-energy e�etiveLagrangian, the generalisation of (6) to the ase of many ALPs,L � 12 ��ai ��ai � �s8� ��� + Cig aifai �Gb�� ~Gb;�� � �8�Ci aifai F�� ~F ��+P	 h	� 12( ~X i R + ~X i L)5	+	� 12( ~X i R � ~X i L)	i��aifai ; (10)are also predited from dimensional redution of the e�etive ation fromten to four dimensions. Thus, string ompati�ations hold the promise ofplenty of andidates for the QCD axion and ALPs.Additional hidden setor photons { gauge bosons of a U(1) gauge groupunder whih the standard model partiles are not harged { also generiallyarise in string ompati�ations [23℄, providing us with even more well moti-vated WISP andidates. In fat, hidden U(1) gauge fators are ubiquitous instring ompati�ations: In the heteroti string, they an be found, e.g., inthe standard embedding by breaking the hidden E8 gauge group. In type IIstring theories, there are so-alled RR U(1)s, arising as zero modes of losedstring Ramond-Ramond form �elds. Finally, realising U(1) gauge bosons asmassless exitations of spae-time �lling D-branes wrapping yles in the ex-tra dimensions, extra U(1)s an be hidden from the visible setor U(1), if theorresponding D-branes are separated in the ompat spae (f. Fig. 1). Infat, type II ompati�ations generially involve hidden setor branes notinterseting with the standard model branes, often also for global onsistenyrequirements.Some of these hidden U(1)s may remain unbroken down to very smallenergy sales. In this ase their dominant interation with the standardmodel will be through kineti mixing with the photon [24℄. The latter is4 These are all losed string axions whih live in the bulk. On top of them there analso be open string axions living on a brane.7



Figure 1: In ompati�ations of type II string theories the standard model is loally re-alised by a stak of spae-time �llingD-branes wrapping yles in the ompat dimensions(�gure from Ref. [1℄). In general, there an also be hidden setors loalised in the bulk.They an arise from branes of di�erent dimension (D3 or D7 branes) whih an be eitherof large extent or loalised at singularities. Light visible and hidden matter partiles arisefrom strings loated at intersetion loi and strething between brane staks.enoded in the low-energy e�etive Lagrangian,L � �14F��F �� � 14X��X�� + �2F��X�� + m202 X�X�; (11)where X� denotes the hidden U(1) �eld, X�� its �eld strength, and � the ki-neti mixing parameter. We will see in the next subsetion that � an be tiny.Therefore, light hidden photons are also well motivated WISP andidates,Oasionally, there is also light hidden matter harged under the hid-den U(1)s. After diagonalization of the gauge kineti terms by a shiftX ! X + �A and a multipliative hyperharge renormalization, one ob-serves that the hidden setor matter partiles aquire a minihyperharge,� = �gh=e [24℄. In a similar way miniharged partiles an also arise fromhidden setor magneti monopoles if the gauge �elds mix via a non-diagonal�-term [25℄. Therefore, light miniharged partiles (MCPs) are another sortof well motivated WISP andidates. 8
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Figure 2: Axion and ALP oupling to photons vs. its mass (adapted from Refs. [2, 3,26, 27℄). Colored regions are: generi predition for the QCD axion, exploiting Eqs. (7)and (9), whih relate its mass with its oupling to photons (yellow), experimentally ex-luded regions (dark green), onstraints from astronomial observations (gray) or fromastrophysial or osmologial arguments (blue), and sensitivity of planned experiments(light green). Shown in red are boundaries where axions and ALPs an aount for all theold dark matter produed either thermally or non-thermally by the vauum-realignmentmehanism.2.3. Hotspots in axion and other WISPs parameter spae from theoryThe masses and ouplings of axions and other WISPs to light standardmodel partiles appearing in the low energy e�etive Lagrangians (6), (10),and (11) an only be predited in terms of more fundamental parameters ifan ultraviolet ompletion of the low energy theory is spei�ed. The mostsatisfatory ultraviolet ompletions are arguably the ones whih are moti-vated by other issues in partiles physis, suh as for example the uni�ationof fundamental fores, with string theory being perhaps the most ambitiousprojet.
9



2.3.1. Theory expetations for axions and ALPsAs already mentioned, in purely �eld theoreti ultraviolet ompletionsin four dimensions, the axion �eld arises naturally as the phase of a om-plex standard model singlet salar �eld whose vauum expetation value vPQbreaks a global Peei-Quinn U(1)PQ symmetry. The axion deay onstantfa is then the symmetry breaking sale of this U(1) symmetry,fa = vPQ=Cag; (12)and thus still arbitrary. The size of the dimensionless ouplings to stan-dard model partiles, notably the phenomenologially most important onesto photons and eletrons,L � � �2�faCa a4 F�� ~F �� + Cae2fa �e�5e��a ; (13)depends on the Peei-Quinn U(1)PQ harge assignments of standard modelmatter and eventually extra matter beyond the standard model. Generially,one expets Ca = O(1): (14)The width of the yellow band in Fig. 2, showing the generi predition of theoupling ga , Eq. (9), of the QCD axion to photons, is supposed to reetthe possible variations in Ca arising from di�erent �eld theoreti ultravioletompletions [28℄. The oupling to eletrons, on the other hand, is even moremodel dependent: it may be zero at tree level, and only indued at higherorders, leading to Cae � 10�4.Arguably the best motivated purely �eld theoreti high energy omple-tions yielding a QCD axion are the ones in whih the global Peei-Quinnsymmetry is not imposed by hand, but in whih it appears as an aidental orautomati onsequene of loal gauge invariane, renormalisability and thepattern of gauge symmetry breakdown [29℄. In these ases, the axion deayonstant is expeted to be of order the sale of gauge symmetry breaking,that is, for example, the GUT sale, fa � vGUT � 1016 GeV, in minimalgrand uni�ed extensions of the standard model [30, 31℄, or, an intermediatesale, fa � 1010�13 GeV, in the ase of grand uni�ation with a non-minimalpartile ontent [32, 33℄. Still, in these �eld theoreti ompletions there re-mains the puzzle why the Peei-Quinn symmetry is of suh high quality:one has to forbid the ourrene of Plank-suppressed operators violating10



Figure 3: A summary of onstraints on and hints for the ratio of deay onstants andouplings, fai=Cij , of the axion and axion-like partiles i to �elds j (from Ref. [21℄). Thegreen regions from top to bottom orrespond respetively to the lassi `axion dark matterwindow', hints of an axion from white dwarf ooling and transpareny of the Universe tovery high energy gamma rays. Red regions are exluded, and the orange region would beexluded by red giants but is ompatible with the hints from white dwarfs. The blue regionwould be exluded by dark matter overprodution in the absene of a dilution mehanismor tuning of the misalignment angle.the Peei-Quinn symmetry with mass dimensions less than ten [34, 35, 36℄,e.g. by invoking large disrete symmetries, see e.g. Ref. [37℄.The situation may be better in string theoreti ultraviolet ompletions [38℄.In this ase, the axioni shift symmetry of the losed string axions arises fromthe gauge invariane of form �elds in ten dimensions. It is valid in all ordersof perturbation theory. The issue is then whether the losed string axionsremain light in the proess of moduli stabilisation [39, 40℄. If yes, then theQCD axion deay onstant fa is expeted to be of the order of the stringsale Ms (Ms is just the inverse of the fundamental string length). Typialvalues of Ms, varying between 109 and 1017 GeV, for intermediate sale andGUT sale strings, respetively, suggest values of fa in the same range.Importantly, in the presently best understood string ompati�ation, the11



Large Volume Senario (LVS) of IIB string theory, there are, after stabilisa-tion of all moduli, at least two light axions. One of them is assoiated withthe small yle in Fig. 1 where the visible setor standard model branes areloated: it has the properties of the QCD axion. The other one is an ALP:it is assoiated with the large yle in Fig. 1, muh lighter than the QCDaxion andidate, and nearly deoupled [21, 22℄. Requiring the gravitino massm3=2 and the soft SUSY masses in the TeV regime, the LVS with least �netuning (tree value of the superpotential W0 � 1) has a string sale of orderthe intermediate sale5,Ms � MPpV �sMP m3=2W0 � 109�12GeV ; (15)where V is total volume of the 6D bulk in units of the string length. Therefore,it predits a QCD axion andidate in the so-alled lassi window,fa �Ms � 109�12GeV ; (16)whih is phenomenologially partiularly attrative, see Fig. 3 and Ses. 2.4and 3. Generially, these LVS ompati�ations have however several in-terseting yles at the visible setor loation and thus several light losedstring ALPs, whih have then deay onstants and oupling onstants togauge bosons other than the gluon, e.g. the photon, of the same size as theQCD axion andidate,fai � fa �Ms � 109�12GeV; (17)Ci � O(1)) gi � �2�faiCi � 10�15 � 10�11 GeV�1; (18)but with a hierarhially smaller mass [21, 22℄. The ALPs in the LVS wouldthus populate the parameter region to the left of the yellow QCD axion regionin Fig. 2. The oupling to eletrons is expeted to be suppressed by a loopfator, Cie � O(10�4) : (19)5With some �ne-tuning, also an LVS with string sale of order the GUT sale and stillTeV sale soft SUSY masses is possible, with orrespondingly higher deay onstants oforder fa � 1016 GeV. 12



A multitude of ALPs may also arise in the ontext of orbifold ompati�-ations of the heteroti string as Nambu-Goldstone bosons from the breakingof aidental U(1) symmetries that appear as low energy remnants of disretesymmetries [41℄. In this (model-dependent) ase, it is possible to disonnetthe deay onstants fai from the heteroti string sale, whih is of order ofthe Plank sale, and hose them e.g. in the phenomenologially interestinglassi axion window.Intriguingly, similar models with several ALPs exhibiting an axioni sea-saw pattern of mass sales may, within a single framework, desribe ination,solve the strong CP problem and provide an explanation of old dark matterand dark energy in the universe [42℄.2.3.2. Theory expetation for hidden photonsLet us now turn to the theoretial expetations of the parameter rangesof hidden photons. Kineti mixing is generated at one-loop by the exhangeof heavy messengers that ouple both to the visible U(1) as well as to thehidden U(1). Therefore, in general, one expets� � egh16�2 C; (20)where e is the eletri harge, gh is the gauge oupling in the hidden setor,and C is a dimensionless number.In purely �eld theoreti extensions of the standard model in four dimen-sions, the hidden setor gauge oupling is naturally of order of the visiblesetor one, gh � e � 0:1 and C is expeted to be generially of order one6,leading to the estimate � � egh16�2 C � 10�4: (21)A similar value is also expeted in the ase of an ultraviolet ompletionbased on heteroti string theory. Indeed, in this ase the gauge ouplingin the hidden setor is predited to be of the same size as the gauge ou-pling in the visible setor, and the dimensionless onstant C is still of orderone, as has been demonstrated in expliit alulations in heteroti orbifoldompati�ations [44℄.6It an be muh less than one if the mass splitting � �M in the messenger setor ismuh smaller then the messenger mass �M , sine then C � �M=M [43℄.13



Type II string ux ompati�ations produe a muh greater variety ofpossible values for the mixing � between brane-loalized hidden U(1)s andthe visible U(1), f. Fig. 1. This arises mainly from the fat that the hiddensetor gauge oupling an be muh smaller than the visible one, sine itis inversely proportional to the extra-dimensional volume Vq (in units ofthe string length) of the q-yle wrapped by the hidden brane: e.g. for aspae-time �lling D7 brane wrapping a large four-yle in an isotropi LVSompati�ation (see Fig. 1),g2h � V�14 � V�2=3 � (Ms=MP )�4=3 � 10�11 ; (22)leading to an estimate� � e16�2 (Ms=MP )�2=3 � 10�9 ; (23)for the preferred intermediate string sale Ms � 1010 GeV. These expe-tations have been veri�ed in expliit alulations [45, 46℄. Smaller valuesof kineti mixing are obtained in these setups when onsidering even lowerstring sales by exploiting anisotropi ompati�ations [47℄ or in speialases where the one-loop ontribution is anelled or vanishes. Moreover,exponentially suppressed values an be naturally obtained in ux ompati-�ations with warped throats [45℄.Masses for the hidden photons an arise via the well-known Higgs meh-anism but also via a St�ukelberg mehanism. Unfortunately, masses arisingfrom a Higgs mehanism an not be predited from �rst priniples, neither ina purely �eld theoreti setup nor in a string embedding. They an be tiny, ifthe supersymmetry breaking sale in the hidden setor is muh smaller thanin the visible setor.The St�ukelberg mehanism arises naturally in type II string settings:brane-loalised hidden photons an get masses by eating the losed stringaxions assoiated with the yles wrapped by the branes (f. Fig. 1). InLVS string ompati�ations, small, even sub-eV, masses an arise, if thestring sale is suÆiently low [46, 47℄. If the masses arise from a St�ukelbergmehanism, mass and size of the kineti mixing are typially linked throughone sale, the string sale, and therefore related to eah other. Dependingon the spei� way in whih the yles wrap the singularities one obtainsexpressions for the masses likemst0 � MPV � M2sMP � 102 GeV; (24)14
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Figure 4: Kineti mixing parameter vs. hidden photon mass (adapted from Refs. [27, 2,3℄). Colored regions are: experimentally exluded regions (dark green), onstraints fromastronomial observations (gray) or from astrophysial or osmologial arguments (blue),and sensitivity of planned experiments (light green). Shown in red are boundaries wherethe hidden photon would aount for all old dark matter produed either thermally ornon-thermally by the vauum-realignment mehanism or where the hidden photon ouldaount for the hint of dark radiation during the CMB epoh. The regions bounded bydotted lines show preditions from string theory orresponding to di�erent possibilitiesfor the nature of the hidden photon mass: Hidden-Higgs, a Fayet-Iliopoulos term, or theSt�ukelberg mehanism. In general, preditions are unertain by fators of order one.for an intermediate string sale, Ms � 1010 GeV. A sub-eV St�ukelberg masswould require an anisotropi ompati�ation with a string sale in the TeVrange.Regions in hidden photon parameter spae preferred in LVS string om-pati�ations are indiated in Fig. 4 by dotted lines labelled by the di�erentpossibilities for the origin of the hidden photon mass: a hidden Higgs meh-anism, a Fayet-Iliopoulos term, or the St�ukelberg mehanism [47℄.2.4. Constraints on axion and other WISPs parameter spaes from astro-physis and big bang osmologyAs we have seen in the last setion, the theoretially favored masses andouplings of axions and other WISPs span a very wide range in parameterspae. Correspondingly, searhes for their signatures have to exploit a wide15



variety of observational and experimental tehniques, ranging from osmol-ogy and astrophysis to terrestrial laboratory experiments. The strongestbounds on their existene presently often ome from their e�ets on stellarevolution (f. Se. 2.4.1), on the propagation of partiles through the uni-verse (f. Se. 2.4.2) and on big bang osmology (f. Se. 2.4.3). However,there are also some intriguing astronomial observations whih are hard toexplain by known physis and might be interpreted as indiret hints pointingtowards the existene of WISPs.2.4.1. Bounds and hints from stellar emissionWISPs, if they exist, are produed in hot astrophysial plasmas suh asthe interior of stars via their oupling to photons or via their oupling toeletrons or nuleons. They will easily esape, ontributing diretly to thetotal energy loss of the star and a�eting stellar evolution.For axions and ALPs, one of the stritest bounds on their oupling tophotons arises from the non-observation of an anomalous energy loss of Hor-izontal Branh (HB) stars due to ALP emission [48℄7,gi . 10�10 GeV�1 ) faiCi & 107 GeV; (25)whih is shown also in Figs. 2 and 3. The best limit on their oupling toeletrons arises from white dwarf ooling inferred via pulsationally unstablewhite dwarfs (ZZ Ceti stars), where the period derease provides a measure ofthe ooling speed. From the measured period derease of the star G117-B15Ait was found [50, 51, 52℄:gie < 1:3� 10�13 ) faiCie > 3:9� 109 GeV: (26)Hene, for Cie & 10�2Ci, the limits from eletron ouplings are more on-straining than the ones from the two-photon oupling; ompare also theexluded red regions labelled as \White dwarfs" and \HB" in Fig. 3.However { and intriguingly { a reanalysis of the same ZZ Ceti star withimprovements in the auray and preision of the pulsational data seems to7Very reently there has been a new astrophysial onstraint on the axion-photonoupling based on the non-suppression of the blue loop in the evolution of helium-burning massive stars, whih is mildly more restritive than the lassi HB star limit,gi . 8� 10�11 GeV�1 [49℄. 16



indiate a non-standard energy loss [53, 54, 55℄. Improvements in the lumi-nosity distribution of white dwarf stars were also found to require additionalenergy loss, an absene thereof prediting an exess of white dwarfs at lumi-nosities logL=L� ' �2. The observed exess in ooling speed is onsistentwith the existene of an axion or ALP with mass mi . keV and a ouplingto eletrons of strength:gie = (2:0� 7:0)� 10�13 ) faiCie ' (0:7� 2:6)� 109 GeV : (27)This hotspot in parameter spae is shown in green and orange in theline labelled as \White dwarfs" in Fig. 3. Moreover, the red parameterregion labelled \WD ooling hint" in Fig. 2 indiates the expetation for theorresponding two-photon oupling, if one allows for a reasonable unertaintyin the ratio Ci=Cie.Clearly, HB stars an also be exploited to bound the parameter spae ofhidden photons [56℄. However, in this ase also the solar lifetime gives animportant and omplementary onstraint [57℄, as an be seen by omparingthe exlusions regions labelled by \Sun" and \HB" in Fig. 4.2.4.2. Bounds and hints from the onversion of astrophysial photon uxesDue to the anomalous oupling to eletromagnetism, ai F ~F / ai ~E � ~B,photons an osillate into axions or ALPs in large-sale magneti �elds.These osillations an lead to observable e�ets in astrophysial photon spe-tra, but with high sensitivity only for very small masses. Correspondingly,these observations typially onstrain only ALPs, but not the QCD axion.The absene of a -ray burst in oinidene with neutrinos from the su-pernova SN 1987A provides, for mi . 10�9 eV, a very restritive limit on thetwo-photon oupling of ALPs [58, 59℄,gi . 10�11GeV�1 ) faiCi & 108GeV; (28)an order of magnitude better than the one inferred from the lifetime of HBstars, as an be also seen by omparing the \HB" bound with the \SN -burst" bound in Fig. 2 (see also Fig. 3).Observations of linearly polarised emission from magnetised white dwarfs[60℄ and hanges of the linear polarisation from radio galaxies (see, e.g.,Ref. [61℄) provide omplementary approahes to searh for signatures of17



ALPs. The urrent limits are lose to gi � 10�11 GeV�1, albeit with uner-tainties related to the underlying assumptions.Surprisingly, the -ray spetra from distant ative galati nulei (AGN)extend to energies & TeV. This is puzzling, sine the -ray absorption due toe+e� pair prodution o� the extragalati bakground light is expeted to uto� the spetra at very high energies8. Intriguingly, apart from onventionalexplanations, suh a high transpareny of the Universe may be explained byphoton $ ALP osillations: the onversion of gamma rays into ALPs in themagneti �elds around the AGNs or in the intergalati medium, followed bytheir unimpeded travel towards our galaxy and the onsequent reonversioninto photons in the galati/intergalati magneti �elds. This explanationrequires a very light, mi . 10�9 eV, ALP, whih ouples to two photons withstrength [63, 64, 65, 66℄,gi � 10�11 GeV�1 ) fai=Ci � 108 GeV: (29)The orresponding region is shown in red and labelled by \Transparenyhint" in Fig. 2 (see also the green region labelled \AGN" in Fig. 3). It partlyoverlaps with the region exluded by the non-observation of a -ray burstfrom SN 1987A.Remarkably, the values of fai=Cie in Eq. (27) and fai=Ci in Eq. (29),inferred from very di�erent astronomial observations, turn out to be inthe same ballpark. However, there is one ruial di�erene: while the WDvalue (27) an be realised both with the QCD axion or with a generi ALP, theanomalous transpareny value (29) an not be realised with the QCD axion,sine the mass of the latter, ma � m�f�=fa � 10 meV (109 GeV=fa), is muhhigher than the phenomenologially required values, whih are in the sub-neV range. Intriguingly, the required ALP deay onstants, ouplings, andmass to explain both anomalies are ompatible with the generi preditionsfai � 109�12 GeV of an intermediate string sale LVS ompati�ation withCi =Ci e � 10 [21, 22℄.2.4.3. Bounds and hints from big bang nuleosynthesis and the osmi mi-rowave bakgroundPrimordial abundanes of elements, osmi mirowave bakground (CMB)anisotropies and large sale struture allow us to infer the partile ontent8For a reent ompilation of the available data and omparison with the expetation,pointing to a more than four sigma deviation from the expetation, see Ref. [62℄.18



in the early universe. A sensitive measurement of the expansion rate of theuniverse during big bang nuleosynthesis (BBN) is the 4He mass fration,Yp. Several estimates of the helium abundane seem to indiate a (yet notonlusive) exess of Yp whih an be attributed to an extra degree of free-dom, leading to a higher e�etive number of neutrino speies [67℄. Reentdeterminations of this number seem to favor an exess at the BBN epoh of�N e�� � 1 and therefore an be used to motivate or onstrain WISPs thatmay have added new relativisti degrees of freedom. An extra neutral spin-0partile thermalized during BBN is allowed, but it is not the ase for a hiddenphoton (f. Refs. [1, 67℄ and referenes therein).Another sensitive measurement of the number of new light partiles is theCMB anisotropy. Reently, a omprehensive analysis of the e�ets of a ther-mal reli population of ALPs with an anomalous oupling to two photons onBBN, CMB, and the di�use photon bakground establish the most stringentbounds in the mass regime above about an eV, see Ref. [26℄ and Fig. 2.Reations involving  !WISP onversion would have depleted photonsin a frequeny-dependent way, that an be tested with the spetrum measure-ments by FIRAS and have been used to set onstraints on light minihargedpartiles [68℄ and hidden photons [69℄. Besides, it has been noted in [70℄that resonant prodution of hidden photons would lead to a distortion inthe CMB spetrum, providing a strong onstraint on these partiles, see theexluded region labelled \CMB" in Fig. 4.Resonant osillations between photons and hidden photons after BBN andbefore CMB deoupling may omprise a hidden CMB. The hidden photonsin the range ofm0 � meV and � � 10�6 produed by suh osillations wouldonstitute a ontribution to the dark radiation at the CMB epoh, leading toan apparent inrease of the e�etive number of neutrinos [69℄9. Interestingly,aording to several reent observations, a number higher than three at theCMB epoh is urrently favored [73, 74℄. This observation will soon be testedby the measurements of the CMB anisotropy by the PLANCK satellite. Theparameter region required to explain the urrent exess by hidden photonsis labelled in red by \Dark Radiation" in Fig. 4.9Reently, it was pointed out that the dark radiation may also be omprised by the ALPassoiated with the large yle in a sequestered LVS with string sale of order 1013 GeV [71,72℄. 19



3. WISPy old dark matterQCD axions are very well motivated andidates for old dark matter [75,76, 77℄. Axion old dark matter is produed non-thermally in the earlyuniverse by the vauum-realignment mehanism and, in some models andunder ertain irumstanes, also via the deay of topologial defets suh asaxion strings and domain walls (for a review, see Ref. [78℄). Importantly, thevauum-realignment mehanism does not work exlusively for QCD axions.It works in fat generially for bosoni WISPs suh as ALPs [19, 20, 27℄ andhidden photons [27, 79℄. One produed, a population of very light old darkmatter partiles is extremely diÆult to reabsorb by the primordial plasma.Therefore, for ALPs and hidden photons, a huge region in parameter spaespanned by their masses and their ouplings to standard model partiles angive rise to the observed dark matter.The vauum-realignment mehanism relies on assuming that �elds in theearly universe have a random initial state (arising from quantum utuationsduring ination) whih is �xed by the osmi expansion. Fields with massmi evolve on timesales t � m�1i . After suh a timesale, the �elds respondby attempting to minimise their potential, and onsequently osillate aroundthe minimum. If there is no signi�ant damping via deays, these osillationsan behave as a old dark matter uid sine their energy density is dilutedby the osmi expansion as �i / a�3, where a is the osmi sale fator.Assuming that the reheating temperature after ination is below fa andthat there is no dilution by, e.g., late deays of partiles beyond the standardmodel (e.g. moduli), the expeted osmi mass fration in QCD axion olddark matter is then [78℄
ah2 � 0:71� � fa1012 GeV�7=6 ��a� �2 ; (30)where �a is the initial misalignment angle, while the one in ALP old darkmatter is [27℄ 
aih2 � 0:16� �mieV�1=2� fai1011 GeV�2��i� �2 ; (31)where mi is the mass of the ALP. Therefore, the QCD axion an be the dom-inant part of old dark matter if its deay onstant exeeds fa & 1011 GeV,orresponding to a mass ma . 10�4 eV. That is, the QCD axion predited,20



e.g., in an intermediate string sale LVS may qualify for a good dark mat-ter andidate [21, 22℄. A QCD axion with a GUT sale deay onstant,fa � 1016 GeV, on the other hand, would overlose the universe, unlessthe initial misaligment angle is very small, �a � 10�3 (\anthropi axionwindow" [80, 81℄), or there is a late dilution. Another onsequene of theassumption that the reheat temperature after ination is below fa is the fatthat, in this ase, the axion �eld is present during ination. Correspondingly,it is subjet to quantum utuations, leading to isourvature utuations thatare severely onstrained [82, 83, 84℄.Conversely, if the reheating temperature after ination is above fa, theinitial misalignment angles take on di�erent values in di�erent pathes of theuniverse, leading to an average ontribution [78℄
ah2 � 0:3� � fa1012 GeV�7=6 (32)to the osmi mass fration. Therefore, in this ase, ma � 10�5 eV axionsan provide dark matter, but smaller masses are exluded (in the absene ofa dilution mehanism). In this ase, however, the deay of osmi strings anddomain walls may provide for additional soures for non-thermal axions [78℄.These extend the region where axions may provide old dark matter to largervalues of ma � 10�3 eV [85, 86, 87℄. Moreover, the spatial axion densityvariations are large at the QCD transition and they are not erased by freestreaming. When matter begins to dominate the universe, gravitationallybound \axion mini lusters" form promptly [88, 89℄. A signi�ant frationof old dark matter axions an reside in these bound objets.The values of the deay onstant where the QCD axion an be the domi-nant part of dark matter are indiated in Fig. 3: the green region orrespondsto the \lassi axion old dark matter window", fa � 1011�12 GeV, the blueregion is the \anthropi" region, fa & 1012 GeV, while for the light greenregion, fa � 109�11 GeV, one has to envoke non-thermal prodution meha-nisms beyond vauum-realignment suh as deaying osmi strings and do-main walls. The orresponding region in the photon oupling of the axion isindiated in red in Fig. 2 and labelled by \axion CDM". In the same �gure,we display also the region where ALPs produed by the vauum-realignmentmehanism an be the old dark matter (labelled in red by \ALP CDM").Here, in generalisation to Eq. (31), a general variation of ALP mass withtemperature has also been allowed [27℄.21



In supersymmetri models, the omputation of the dark matter abun-dane beomes more ompliated in that now there is the possibility of mixedaxion-LSP old dark matter, i.e. two o-existing dark matter partiles. Inthe ase where the LSP is the lightest neutralino, then neutralinos an beprodued thermally as usual, but they an also be produed via thermalprodution of axinos whih are produed after the end of ination. The tem-perature at whih axinos deay is typially at the tens of MeV sale, and ifaxinos temporarily dominate the energy density of the universe, then neu-tralinos may experiene a period of re-annihilation after axino deay leadingto an inreased abundane [90℄.Also, saxions may be produed either thermally or via the vauum realign-ment mehanism and may also temporarily dominate the energy density ofthe universe. They may deay into aa, gg and perhaps ~g~g or ~a~a. The �rst ofthese leads to dark radiation. The seond deay mode, if dominant, may leadto large late-time (temperatures of tens of MeV) entropy injetion, leadingto possible dilution of all relis present, inluding LSPs, axions and baryons.The third and fourth deays may again augment the LSP abundane.A omplete alulation requires eight or nine oupled Boltzmann equa-tions whih desribe the relative abundanes of radiation, neutralinos, grav-itinos, axinos and separately thermally produed axions and saxions, andaxions and saxions produed via the vauum realignment mehanism. Theninth equation would trak relativisti axions produed from saxion deay.Suh alulations have been arried out in Refs. [91, 92℄ and further work isongoing. The upshot of these analyses is that the neutralino abundane al-most always gets inreased beyond its thermal-prodution-only value, whihthen would favor models with a typial neutralino underabundane whihours for higgsino-like or wino-like neutralinos. For large values of fa, thensaxions from the vauum-realignment mehanism may produe large relidilution via entropy dumping, thus allowing for muh larger values of fasometimes as high as approahing the GUT sale. Depending on the valuesof the parameters m~a, ms, fa, m3=2, the initial �eld values �a and s(ti) andthe entire SUSY partile spetrum and the partiular SUSY axion model,then the dark matter may be either neutralino- or axion-dominated, or aomparable mixture. In suh senarios, one might expet eventual diretdetetion of both reli WIMPs and reli axions.The vauum-realignment mehanism an also be at work to generate apopulation of hidden photons whih may survive as a signi�ant ontributionto old dark matter today [79, 27℄. Taking into aount various onstraints,22



arising, e.g., from the possible deay of the hidden photon ondensate andfrom the non-observation of CMB distortions due to hidden photon{photonosillations, still a huge region in hidden photon parameter spae an explainthe observed dark matter, as an be seen by the red region labelled by \non-Thermal DM" in Fig. 4. This region has partial overlap with the regionsmotivated by theory (dotted lines).To onlude this setion let us note that dark matter generated by thevauum-realignmentmehanismmay have interesting properties beyond thoseof old dark matter. At the time of their prodution, partiles produed bythis mehanism are semi-relativisti: their momenta are of the order of theHubble onstant p � H � m and their veloity distribution has, aordingly,a very narrow width. Combined with the high number density of partiles,this narrow distribution typially leads to very high oupation numbers foreah quantum state [27℄,Noupation � 1042�eVm �5=2 : (33)If the interations are strong enough to ahieve thermalisation, as argued inRefs. [93, 94℄ for the ase of axions, this high oupation number an leadto the formation of a Bose-Einstein ondensate. This ould lead to inter-esting properties whih may also lead to peuliar signatures in osmologialobservations, suh as harateristi strutures in galati dark matter ha-los [93, 94, 95, 96, 97℄, whih may have even been observed already [98℄.Clearly, these features ould also be realised for other WISPs produed bythe vauum-realignment mehanism, suh as ALPs and hidden photons.4. Experimental searhes for axions and other WISPsExperimental searhes for WISPs require di�erent approahes to thoseusually employed in partile physis. In partiular, the very weak interationsinvolved demand experiments at the low-energy, high-intensity frontier [1, 2,3℄. At low energies, high-power w or high-intensity pulsed lasers [99, 100℄,strong magneti �elds, radio frequeny tehnology as well as other tehniquesallow us to explore ouplings many orders of magnitude smaller than thoseprobed in ollider experiments at the high-energy frontier. A signi�antommunity has grown over the last ten years and several experiments havealready demonstrated the power of these approahes in relatively modest23



setups. Compared to ollider experiments, this is still a very young �eld.Existing experiments an still be saled up to ahieve sensitivity gains ofmany orders of magnitude and new experimental ideas arise very frequentlywith the potential of omplementing existing shemes.4.1. Halosope searhesFor deay onstants in the range fa & 1011�12 GeV, the QCD axion isexpeted to ontribute substantially to the old dark matter in the universe,see Eq. (30). Galati halo QCD axions, as well as ALPs { if they ouple tophotons, Ci 6= 0 { an then be diretly searhed for [101℄ via their resonantonversion in a high-Q eletromagneti avity permeated by a strong statimagneti �eld into a quasi-monohromati mirowave signal with frequeny� = ma=(2�) = 0:24 GHz� (ma=�eV):A number of experiments of this type have already been done [102, 103, 104,105, 106℄ and further improvements are underway [107, 108℄. These halosopesearhes reah urrently sensitivities of orderga � gi � 10�(15�13) GeV�1 ) faiCi & 1010�12 GeV; (34)in the (1 � 10) �eV mass range, as an be seen from the gray (establishedlimits) and green (projeted sensitivities) areas in Fig. 2 labelled as \Halo-sopes". A substantial range of the \lassi QCD axion dark matter" pa-rameter range (and similarly ALP old dark matter range) will be probedby the Axion Dark Matter eXperiment ADMX, ADMX-HF, and perhapsnew halosopes urrently under investigation, whih aim to exploit availablemirowave avities and magnets [109℄, suh as the Tore Supra magnet inCadarahe or the H1 solenoid at the deommissioned HERA aelerator atDESY. The Yale Mirowawe Cavity Experiment (YMCE) will probe ALPdark matter with a photon oupling of order 10�10 GeV�1 and a mass oforder 10 meV (f. Fig. 2).A possible new halosope onept based on axion absorption and emis-sion between eletromagneti �elds within a high �nesse optial avity hasreently been proposed in Ref. [110℄. Here, the axion old dark matter sig-nal appears as resonant sidebands on the arrier. This tehnique should besensitive in the axion or ALP mass range mai � 10�6 � 10�4 eV.24



While the above halosope searh tehniques are restrited to the massregion mai & 10�7 eV and thus, in the ase of the QCD axion, to deayonstants less than fa . 1013 GeV, another possibility to searh diretly forQCD axion old dark matter most sensitive in the range fa � 1016�19 GeVhas reently been pointed out in Ref. [111℄: the idea is to searh for osillatingnulear eletri dipole moments indued by the osillating galati dark mat-ter axion �eld. Coneivably, these osillating eletri dipole moments ouldbe measured by extremely tiny energy shifts in old moleules, exploitingmoleular interferometry.Mirowave avity experiments looking for old dark matter axions an alsobe used to onstrain and searh for galati hidden photon dark matter [27℄.In the mass range m0 � 10�6 � 10�5 eV, the urrent bounds on hiddenphoton dark matter are already quite impressive, as apparent from the greyregion labelled as \Halosopes" in Fig. 4. At smaller masses, in partiularbelow 10�9 eV, one may try to look for hidden photon (and perhaps alsoALP) dark matter using antennas rather than avities, having admittedlylower sensitivity, but over a broad range of masses [112℄.4.2. Heliosope searhesThe sun is potentially a strong soure of di�erent kinds of WISPs. Infat, the ux of WISPs from the sun ould reah up to 10% of the solarphoton luminosity without being in onit with helioseismologial and solarneutrino data.With axion heliosopes [101℄ one tries to detet solar axions by their on-version into photons inside of a strong magnet pointed towards the sun. Theurrently best sensitivity for solar QCD axions and ALPs has been obtainedby the CERN Axion Solar Telesope (CAST), employing an LHC dipole testmagnet with an elaborate elevation and azimuth drive to trak the sun. Asan be seen in Fig. 2, the CAST limits (labelled \Heliosopes (CAST)") havealready surpassed, at low masses, the bounds from HB stars [113℄, thus ex-ploring previously unharted ALP parameter spae. At larger masses, CASThas started to probe the preditions for QCD axions (yellow band) [114, 115℄.A proposed fourth-generation axion heliosope [116℄, dubbed the Interna-tional Axion Observatory (IAXO), envisions a huge toroidal magnet espe-ially designed for the experiment, a detetion system onsisting of large X-ray telesopes oupled to ultra-low bakground X-ray detetors, and a large,robust traking system. IAXO would enable the searh for solar axions andALPs in a broad mass range, as shown by the green region labelled \IAXO"25



in Fig. 2, allowing to probe a part of QCD axion parameter spae, orre-sponding to fa � 109�10 GeV, whih will not be overed by the halosopesearhes.A very welome feature of heliosope searhes for axions and ALPs is thatthey are sensitive down to arbitrarily low masses: in fat, their projetedsensitivity is best and stays onstant at small masses, see Fig. 2. Thatmeans, with IAXO one may probe the intermediate string sale LVS, inpartiular the possible existene of more ALPs with approximately the sameoupling to photons as the QCD axion, testing also the ALP explanationof the puzzles from astrophysis, suh as the anomalous transpareny of theuniverse for very high energy photons and the anomalous energy loss of whitedwarfs. In fat, the projeted sensitivity of IAXO niely overlaps with theALP parameter region required to explain these puzzles, see Fig. 2.Heliosopes an also be used to searh for solar hidden photons, by tryingto detet them by their osillations into photons inside the vauum hamberpointing to the sun [57℄. The axion and ALP limits from CAST, translatedinto hidden photons, are displayed in Fig. 4 and labelled as \Heliosope". TheSolar Hidden Photon Searh (SHIPS) in Hamburg is a dediated heliosopepresently being ommissioned [117℄, exploring previously unharted regions ofhidden photon parameter spae in the mass rangem0 � 10�3�1 eV (labelled\TSHIPS" in Fig. 4), in partiular regions motivated by dark radiation anddark matter.Solar ALPs an be eÆiently onverted into photons in the high puritylow bakground rystals used in some WIMP dark matter experiments orin searhes for neutrino-less double-beta deay, but presently the inferrredbounds are not ompetitive to the bounds from CAST at low masses.4.3. Light-shining-through-walls searhesIntriguingly, the ALPs parameter region required for the explanation ofthe above mentioned astro puzzles an also be partially probed by purely lab-oratory based light-shining-through-walls (LSW) experiments [118, 119, 120℄,where laser photons are sent along a strong magneti �eld, allowing for theironversion into ALPs, whih may then reonvert in the strong magneti �eldbehind a bloking wall into photons, apparently shining through the wall andsuseptible to detetion. For hidden photon searhes, the magneti �eld is notneeded, sine photons an osillate into hidden photons already in �eld-freevauum [121, 122, 123℄. For miniharged partiles, speialised magneti �eldon�gurations in LSW setups have been shown to be favourable [124, 125℄.26



Current LSW experiments are not yet as sensitive as halo- and heliosopes, atleast for axions and ALPs10, but o�er full ontrol over the WISP produtionand do not rely on astrophysial or osmologial assumptions [126℄.The urrently best WISP sensitivity exploiting the LSW tehnique hasbeen reahed by the �rst Any Light Partile Searh (ALPS-I) experimentin Hamburg [127, 128℄, whih was set up using a superonduting HERAdipole magnet at the site of DESY, with the �rst half of the magnet, theprodution region, being enlosed in an optial resonator (to amplify photon-WISP onversions) and the seond half being used as the regeneration region.The end of the regeneration tube was onneted to a light-tight box in whihsignal photons were redireted to a CCD amera. The bounds established byALPS-I for ALPs and hidden photons are labelled by \LSW" in Figs. 2 and4, respetively. For the ALPs ase, they are not ompetitive with the astrobounds from HB stars, but for the hidden photon ase they are, in the meVmass region, the most stringent ones and exlude already a sizeable regionsuggested by a possible explanation for the dark radiation in the universe.There are two proposals for the next-generation of LSW experiments:ALPS-II [129℄ at DESY and the Resonantly Enhaned Axion-Photon Regen-eration Experiment (REAPR) at Fermilab, aiming at surpassing the urrentheliosope bounds from CAST and takling some of the ALP parameter spaefavored by astrophysial observations, f. the light-green region in Fig. 2labelled by \ALPS-II, REAPR". ALPS-II proposes to use 10+10 straight-ened HERA magnets [130℄, a high-power laser system, a superondutinglow-bakground detetor and the pioneering realization of an optial regen-eration avity [131℄. REAPR is proposing a setup using Tevatron dipolesand a di�erent sheme to lok the optial avities [132℄.LSW experiments an also be performed in other spetral ranges, notablyin the mirowave [133, 134, 135℄ and in the X-ray ranges [136, 137℄. Currently,the mirowave LSW tehnique is most promising for hidden photons, as anbe seen from the urrent bounds labelled as \mwLSW" [138, 139℄ and theprojeted sensitivities labelled as \ADMX, CERN" in Fig. 4 (for a pionieeringX-ray LSW experiment, see Ref. [140℄).10For hidden photons, LSW experiments are superior to heliosopes in ertain massranges, f. Fig. 4.
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